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EXCLUSIVE 20% DISCOUNT
CODE: ITALY181
Limited offer to experience “La Dolce Vita”
Book your flight online with Air France or Joon departing from Johannesburg or Cape Town to Italy
and you could qualify for a 20% discount on the fare of your air ticket. This offer is valid for travel
until 30 November 2019.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS CODE: ITALY181
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The 20% discount offer applies to the price of the ticket before taxes, service charges and
surcharges.
The discount code ITALY181 is only valid for online reservations made on www.airfrance.co.za
Valid on Air France or JOON marketed and operated flights.
Valid in Economy, Premium Economy or Business class for a booking with Air France direct flights
departing from OR Tambo International Airport or JOON direct flights departing from Cape Town
International Airport.
Valid for new bookings made between 1 December 2018 and 31 March 2019.
Valid for travel between 1 December 2018 and 30 November 2019 from South Africa.
Depending on the fare chosen, other conditions may apply.
Only the credit card option form of payment will allow for the discount.
Limited to a minimum fare of R3200 before taxes.
Valid only once per passenger.
Limited to 100 uses in total.

AIR FRANCE, FRANCE IS IN THE AIR!

Discover La Dolce Vita
with our extensive Italian network
www.airfrance.co.za

Air France - A vast and
effective network.
Air France has daily flights from
Johannesburg to Paris operating
either an Airbus A380 or Boeing 777.
Service from Cape Town to Paris is 3 or 5
times per week, depending on the season
of travel, on the services of Joon, operating
an Airbus A340. Worldwide Air France flies to
300 destinations in 114 countries. Within France,
Air France serves 25 cities from their hub in Charles
de Gaulle or from Orly Airport in Paris.
Air France flies to 8 destinations in Italy and together with
their partners, they fly to 14 destinations.
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Since 1895, New Holland is committed to providing solutions
that improve farming efficiency and productivity by using accessible
technology. New Holland Agriculture is here in South Africa to
offer the largest choice of easy-to-operate tractors, harvesters,
balers, material handling, tillage, seeding and hay & forage
equipment: more than 100 product lines and over 400 models.

Like
us on

www.newholland.com/za

CNH Industrial South Africa (Pty) Ltd
5 Slate Avenue, N1 Business Park, Samrand, Gauteng, South Africa
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Dear Reader,

B

rrrrrrrr! Yes winter has arrived in Italy, but the season has plenty of wonders and
absolute must-dos in store! Through this last issue of the My Italian Link magazine, we take you on a new journey through another corner of ‘the Boot’!

Consulate General of Italy
in Johannesburg

37 1st Avenue, c/o 2nd Street,
Houghton Estate, Johannesburg, 2196
Tel: +27 (0)11 7281 392/3
E-mail: info.johannesburg@esteri.it

In this, the 10th issue, you will have the opportunity to explore the beautiful region of
Lombardy; enjoy our sports section with various content, from the interview with golfer
Matteo Manassero to the launch of the new Ferrari and the Ski World Cup; learn more
about Grana Padano; uncover the work of ERFAN and the Erasmus+ programme; not to
forget an immersion in the Museo Canova; get to know the life’s work of musician Carlo
Mombelli; and finally, get clued up on 2018/19 winter activities in Italy through our lifestyle section!

Consulate of Italy in Cape Town

We sincerely hope you will enjoy this winter issue, visit us at www.myitalianlink.com and
follow us on Facebook and Instagram.

Italian Trade Commission
in Johannesburg

Audrey ROBIN - Editor-in-chief & Copy Editor

COVER PHOTO

PIAZZA DEL DUOMO, MILAN

LOMBARDY REGION

--

The Piazza del Duomo is the very epitome of
Milan! Most tourists start here. Some of the
most admired sights of the city are a stone’s
throw away, including the Galleria Vittoria
Emanuele II, La Scala opera house, the Palazzo Reale and an equestrian statue of King
Vittorio Emanuele II himself. Climb the world-renowned Duomo di Milano for a view of
them all!
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Wondering who’s behind what you’re reading? Well, here we are!
Like the bedrock of our magazine’s concept, we believe our strength
lies in our multicultural approach, and passion for all things Italiane!
Meet the hard-working, fun-loving My Italian Link family! Here’s who
we are, what we do and what our favourite Italian foods are!
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AGENDA

UPCOMING EVENTS... in Italy

--

... in South Africa
©www.inyourpocket.com
©www.mangiaebevi.it
©madeintaranto.org
©www.milanocard.it
©Francisco Schmidt

“FROM KANDINSKY
TO BOTERO, TUTTI IN
UN FILO”
1 November 2018
to 31 May 2019, Venice
For the first time,
over 100 tapestry masterpieces
will be reunited in a joint
exhibition at the Palazzo Zaguri.
All were produced in the last
century by the Arazzeria Scassa,
an historical Piedmont company.
Merging passion for fine modern
art and antique tradition,
the tapestries depict art
from several masters, including
Kandinsky to Andy Warhol!
The extraordinary technique used
to create them is in and of itself
a form of art, particularly
appreciated by cruise travellers
in the last century, as they were
used to decorate luxurious ships.
www.artistidelnovecento.it

ROMEO AND JULIET
IN VIRTUAL REALITY
1 October 2018
to 31 May 2019, Verona

This virtual reality tour
at the palazzo on Via Oberdan 5
brings the everlasting love story
of Romeo and Juliet back to life.
The exhibition is set inside
the rooms of an historical palace
in Verona, that it has been
indicated by Shakespeare itself
to be where Paris, Juliet’s suitor,
used to live. Fiction and reality
merge in order to create
a 360 degree experience:
the story, told through six different
rooms where visitors will be fully
absorbed in the atmosphere
thanks to the use of the most
recent immersive techniques.
romeoandjulietexperience.com

Be Sure To:
Visit from 7 to 9 December, when
the annual Mercatino Antiquariato
takes place on the Piazza Campo
San Maurizio outside the palace.

CÀ GRANDA: THE PATH
OF SECRETS
Until 31 December 2018,
Milan
The opening of the State Archives
and the Burial Grounds at the
unusual Cà Granda opens its
archives in the Chapter Rooms,
frescoed by Volpino, and its crypt
(housing over 150,000 skeletons)
nestled under what used to be
a hospital. Leonardo da Vinci
himself practiced his anatomy
studies here. All the Ospedale
Maggiore documents,
from its 15th-century origins
to the present day, have been
preserved and will be showcased
to the public. An ancient and
rich frame of frescoes makes
this tour particularly interesting
and attractive.
www.arsemilano.it

Be Sure To:
Explore! The Museum is close
to the Roman Arena di Verona!
Stroll around the ancient ruins
and enjoy some window shopping!

Be Sure To:
Book a tour of the Cà Granda
itself, which is home to the
University of Milan and was built
in 1400s by the Duke of Milan,
Francesco Sforza.

SPELEO NIGHT
Until 31 December 2018, Bari

FIRENZE E CIOCCOLATO
8 to 17 February 2019,
Florence
Head to the Piazza della
Santissima Annunziata for the
15th edition of Florence’s delicious
chocolate festival! You’ll be
delighted to know there will be
some of the most precious
and mouth watering chocolates,
pralines, tablets, ganaches from
Italy and the world available.
Prepared by a select number
of chefs from all over Italy,
exhibitors present their
production techniques and
recipes, and have them tested
first-hand by hungry visitors.
The expo also features cooking
shows, entertainment
and lectures on the world’s
favourite sweet treat.
www.fieradelcioccolato.it
Be Sure To:
Visit the Ospedale degli Innocenti
on the same square. As Europe’s
first orphanage, you can see a
false door at the north end of the
portico, where children were left.

DA VINCI’S
5TH CENTENARY
All of 2019, various locations
All of Italy, particularly Milan
and Florence, will celebrate
its best known genius with
several events and exhibitions.
The majority of the dedicated
events take place from May 2019
onwards, but worth a visit in any
season is the Museo Leonardo
da Vinci in the village of Vinci near
Florence. The village is, of course,
Leonardo da Vinci’s birthplace!
This tiny but wonderful museum
offers attractions for all ages!
Discover the skills of Leonardo
as engineer, inventor, scientist,
biologist, and of course, painter.
Keep an eye on the website
to see upcoming events.
www.museoleonardiano.it
Be Sure To:
Visit ‘Leonardo’s Laboratory’, a
section dedicated to recreating
some of da Vinci’s experiments
for kids. Even adults will be
fascinated!

This cave tour offers something
completely different: a nighttime
tour of some of the most beautiful
caves Italy has to offer: ‘le Grotte
di Castellana’ (the Castellana
Caves). Enjoy a 500m corridor
in total solitude and a room
full of sparkling white stalactites
and stalagmites. You’ll take
in the sounds of water dripping
in the dark, and feel the very breath
of the caves. End in the museum
to absorb this truly magic
experience. While the nighttime
tours end in December,
they pick up again in March.
Bookings are essential!
www.grottedicastellana.it
Be Sure To:
Take the whole family! The tour and
routes are selected to accommodate
various ages and fitness levels!

SEVEN DECADES OF ITALIAN
FASHION AT SANDTON CITY
From 4 March, 2019
Sandton City Mall, Johannesburg,
This unique exhibition of Italy’s most luxurious
haute fashion brands will be installed in the
Sandton City Diamond Walk as of March 2019,
and will feature gowns and attires from
some of Italian fashion’s biggest names.
Think Versace, Armani and Sorelle Fontana!
This exhibition presents the unique opportunity
to walk amongst not only 40 signature pieces,
but a small piece of fashion history, as the gowns
featured date from the 50s to the present day,
and provide a wonderful overview of Italian
creativity and artisanship. You’ll recognise many
of the gowns, as they have been worn by celebrities,
including the likes of Lady Diana! Keep an eye
on the Sandton City website for more details.
www.sandtoncity.com
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UNIQUE &
unusual sights

--

ITALIAN

Each issue, My Italian Link offers you a list of geological
mysteries, architectural oddities, and historical uniquities!
These strange and unusual places will add an extraordinary
sense of intrigue to your holiday in ‘the Boot’.

EXCELLENCE

LAGO DI VAGLI – TUSCANY REGION

© Ventisqueras

FABBRICHE DI COREGGINE
Under its waters, the artificial
basin Lago di Vagli hides the ghost
town of Fabbriche di Corregine.
When the lake is drained (last
in 1994), the underwater village
is exposed and visitors can wander
around the abandoned town.
www.visittuscany.com

THE ITALIAN TASTE ENJOYED ALL OVER THE WORLD

BUSANA VECCHIA – LIGURIA REGION

THE BOHEMIAN HAVEN
Close to Sanremo, in the south-east
of the Liguria region, the village
of Bussana Vecchia was destroyed
by an earthquake in 1887. Abandoned
and left to rot for 50 years, the ghost
town developed into a haven for an
artistic community.
www.atlasobscura.com

LAGHETTI DI MARINELLO – SICILY REGION

LEGENDS AND MYSTERY
The ancient city of Tindari was founded in 396 BC. It is located in the Gulf of Patti
in the province of Messina. You will find two main attractions in Tindari. The sanctuary
of the Madonna Nera – and its famous Black Virgin Mary, and the Oliveri-Tindari Lagoon,
which changes shape under the pressure of the wind and tides. There are various myths
and legends in Tindari, but the most famous is the one about a woman who had lost
her son in the water while worshiping the Black Virgin. To help her recover her son from
the waves, Our Lady withdrew the sea and the lakes remain as proof of the miracle.
www.italia.it

PADOVA – VENETO REGION

© korazym.org

PRISON PANETTONE
For ten years, Pasticceria Giotto
has been training detainees to produce
quality pastries under the guidance
of chefs. The project has become famous
all over the world and some products,
such as the Panettone and Venetians
buns have even won awards! A must try!
www.idolcidigiotto.iy
VENICE – VENETO REGION

MIDNIGHT GHOST TOUR
Discover all the secrets of Venice
after dark during a fascinating
and unforgettable tour in the company
of an expert guide. Embark on this
magic journey and immerse yourself
in the mysterious Venice and
its ancient legends and ghost stories!
www.venetoinside.com

P

roduced in the heart of the Po Valley with the same passion
for almost 1000 years using only local milk. Aged from 9 to over
20 months, checked and guaranteed by the Consortium, Grana
Padano is the world’s most consumed PDO* cheese and one of Italy’s
best loved products.
* P.D.O.: Protected Designation of Origin.

ROME – LAZIO REGION

AN ABSURD DINNER

ROCCA CALASCIO – ABRUZZO REGION

This restaurant offers traditional
Roman cuisine, seasoned with dirty
swear-words! You will be served
and insulted, made a target for jokes
and teased strongly. Maybe better
to go with a bunch of jovial friends
rather than with your fiancee or in-laws!
www.cenciolaparolaccia.it

A LUNAR LANDSCAPE
The ancient town of Rocca Calascio was built in the 10th century. The town
and its fortress are nestled at the top of a mountain – 1,460m above sea level,
which makes it the highest town in central Italy – in the Gran Sasso e Monti
della Laga National Park. Access to the ancient site is free of charge
and has been featured in several movies such as Lady Hawke (1985), starring
Michelle Pfeiffer, and In the name of the Rose (1982), starring Sean Connery!
www.italianways.com

© All Rights Reserved

Grana Padano Zanetti
distributed in South Africa by
Rialto Foods (Pty) Ltd
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Milan's gothic style cathedral.

LARA MAGONI,

MAC for Tourism,
Territorial Marketing and Fashion
"Lombardy is a region of thousand
beauties, a territory with artistic
potential, landscapes and cultures
yet to be discovered.

A TOUR OF

LOMBARDY

-The city of Milan, the central nerve
of Italian economy and the beating heart
of Lombardy's culture and art,
is the fulcrum of an area whose
scenic beauty contributes to making
our region one of the most sought-after
destinations in the Italian tourism scene:
lakes, natural parks, mountains,
small medieval villages and
our 11 UNESCO heritage sites are just
a few examples of the impressive
and marvellous tourist attractions
that can be visited.

Our travel guide to the Lombard treasure trove
will help you narrow in on main attractions, but
also to plan an ‘outside-the-box’ itinerary to make
your trip to Lombardy completely unforgettable!
www.in-lombardia.it

Lombardy is not only a destination
of still, majestic beauty:
when you choose our region as a travel
destination, you choose to live a real
experience of "la dolce vita".
The food and wine offer,
our suggestive routes immersed
in nature, our history and tradition
contribute, day after day, to building
and transmitting to the visitor our identity,
our "know-how" and our "way of life",
transforming a journey into an
unforgettable experience."

© Photos credits: Adobe Stock - Fotolia / Courtesy of the Lombardy region - All Rights Reserved.
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T R AV E L G U I D E

Piazza del Duomo at sunrise, Milan.

M I LA N
Elegance and sophistication embodied! Milan
isn’t just the world’s fashion capital. It’s also the
fifth-largest E.U. city, Lombardy’s capital, a major
business and production powerhouse, and of
course, home to legendary art such as Leonardo’s
The Last Supper.

Teatro alla Scala.

01
MUST-SEE MILANESE SIGHTS
All trips to Milan for first-timers should start at the Piazza del
Duomo. Some of the most admired sights in the city are a stone’s
throw from here. Of course, this is also where you’ll find the fabled
Duomo di Milano (Milan Cathedral) – the city’s pride and joy. This
Gothic church boasts 3,400 statues on its facade, watched over by
the Madonnina (the little statue of Mary) at the top. From the piazza,
head north towards the Teatro alla Scala (La Scala Opera House).
Since its inception in 1778, it has seen the rise of such stars as
Verdi, Toscanini and Pavarotti! Just a few minutes further north and
you’ll find the Castello Sforzesco (Sforza Castle), home to the dukes
of Milan. This 14th-century fortification hosts 18 different museums
and archives, and is home to several of da Vinci’s early sketches.
Just next door is the Parco Sempione, a vast garden which was once
an Ancient Roman city gate. Be sure to check out the Torre Branca
for some amazing views of the city!
Further out from downtown Milan, you’ll find many more top attractions. Head even further north from the Piazza del Duomo to find the
Porta Garibaldi, a Neoclassical arch and city gate on the old road to
Como. Far further south you’ll find the Basilica Sant’Ambrogio, the
final resting place of Milan’s patron saint and one of the city’s most
iconic landmarks.

DID YOU KNOW?
The Duomo di Milano has been under
construction for six centuries, and still isn’t
finished! A local saying goes ‘Sei lento come
la fabbrica del duomo’ (You’re slow like the
building of the duomo).

~

Castello Sforzesco.

MILAN OFF THE
BEATEN TRACK
A vertical skyscraper garden
Head to the Porta Nuova Isola district to visit
Il Bosco Verticale. These truly unique towers
contain over 16,500 plants and trees on their facade.
The vertical equivalent of a 20,000m2 forest!
www.stefanoboeriarchitetti.net
A hidden WWII memorial
Milano Centrale Station hosts a memorial dedicated
to the same platform where Milan’s Jewish community
were loaded onto trains. It is run by the Fondazione
Memoriale della Shoah, and the only European platform
of its kind still intact.
www.memorialeshoah.it

Basilica di Sant’Ambrogio.
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T R AV E L G U I D E

Naviglio Grande canal.

ABSORB THE ART
If art is your thing, you’ll undoubtedly want to see works from Italy’s
masters, no? Milan’s got what you’re looking for! The Pinacoteca di
Brera houses centuries of beauty from the likes of Tintoretto and Bellini.
Here you’ll find Caravaggio’s grim Supper at Emmaus, Raphael’s The
Marriage of the Virgin, and Hayez’ The Kiss. Perhaps most significant of
all is the bounty next to the Basilica di Santa Maria delle Grazie. To the
right on the same square you’ll find da Vinci’s The Last Supper (Il Cenacolo)! Book your visit via legraziemilano.it

GOOD TO KNOW!
There are three canals in Milan! The manmade Naviglio Grande was once a massive
medieval engineering project. Today,
it is the perfect after-hours spot to mingle
with the locals and enjoy a boat ride!

~

04
THE WORLD'S FASHION CAPITAL
Basilica di Santa Maria delle Grazie.

Pinacoteca di Brera.

What would a trip to the world’s fashion capital be without a little retail
therapy? Your options in Milan are endless; from simple retails stores
and high street shopping to haute couture.
Let’s start off with the obvious: head straight to the Quadrilatero della
Moda, better known as Milan’s fashion district. The area is squared in
by four major shopping high streets: via Montenapoleone, via Manzoni, via della Spiga and Corso Venezia. It’s known the world over for
its exclusive design and high-end boutiques. Of course, the Galleria
Vittorio Emanuele II is a must! The Galleria is not only stunning, but

03
MOUTHWATHERING MILANESE MEALS
Much like all of Italy, Milan has its own unique local cuisine. The
plains surrounding the River Po can make the Milanese climate wet
and cold, so they’ve developed warm and indulgent dishes that will
feed your soul! You absolutely cannot leave without trying risotto
Milanese, flavoured with white wine and saffron. Tuck into some
hearty ossobuco alla Milanese (braised veal shanks) or veal cotoletta (bone-in steaks), and if you’ve got a sweet tooth, set about finding
some panettone – a loaf of sweet and soft bread with raisins and
candied fruit which is very popular around Christmas.
Traditional panettone.

Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II.

offers upscale restaurants and luxury brand boutiques that will have
your money burning holes in all your pockets! It’s also so much more
than an arcade. It’s perfect for a passeggiata (evening stroll) under its
glass and metal dome on your way to the opera at La Scala; or a quick
coffee while you spy on local businessmen having their meetings; it’s
a neoclassical symbol of Milan’s modernism and enterprise. If you’re
looking for something a little more down to earth, head to via Dante,
one of Milan’s most important commercial streets, where you’ll find
clothing stores and cafe’s with slightly more affordable prices.
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The medieval castle of Sirmione, Lake Garda.

LOMBARDY'S LAKE DISTRICT

THE LAKE DISTRICT
OFF THE BEATEN TRACK

Panoramic view of Lake Maggiore.

A 360-degree view of Lake Garda
Off the Strada della Forra garden route
(which you should definitely consider
travelling by motorbike), the Terrazza
del Brivido is a must-see secret terrace
of natural stone, 350m over the lake.
Arcumeggia: the painters town
In the 50s Arcumeggia (in Casalzuigno)
opened the walls of its streets and houses
to contemporary painters. Now an open-air
gallery, the town and its frescoes makes
for a truly unique and zany experience.
www.illagomaggiore.com

The Catullo Caves in Sirmione, Lake Garda.

Aerial view of Bellagio, Pescallo, Lake Como and the Villa Serbelloni Park.

Colourful summer gardens, pristine azure waters, bouncing
fishing boats and grand villas clinging to leaping cliffs are why
the Lake District has been a popular destination for everyone
from the Ancient Romans to modern-day celebrities!
LAKESIDE LUXURY
Lake Como
Lake Como is known for its stunning villas and ancient towns. Visit
Bellagio to see the Villa Serbelloni Park, which offers an elegant garden
with lake views. Nearby is Villa Balbianello, a favourite venue in films.
Varenna offers the 1,000-year-old Castello di Vezio and Villa Monastero, and the town of Como itself boasts the Gothic Cattedrale di Como
and postcard-worthy promenade. Head for the hills to see the sacred
UNESCO-acclaimed Monte di Ossuccio pilgrimage site.

Town of Menaggio on Lake Como.

Lake Maggiore
The belle époque atmosphere around Lake Maggiore will enchant and
beguile you. The most famous site here are the Borromean Islands in
the middle of the Lake (which technically belong to Piedmont [ed]). Visit
Laveno Mombello and its 16th-century Villa Della Porta Bozzolo. The
Verbano area is rich with evidence of Iron and Ice Age settlement, and
the historical remnants of the area’s methane and limestone industries
in the Middle Ages.
Lake Garda
Known for its 13th-century terraced lemon plantations (written about by
Goethe), numerous small towns await discovery here, including Sirmione and its thermal springs. Discover castles, botanical gardens and
history when you traverse the Strada della Forra, a breathtaking garden
route; the Valle delle Cartiere which reveals the medieval paper mills of
the area; and the Lungolago Zanardelli in Salò with 20 plaques explaining the history of the town’s contrade (districts).

GOOD TO KNOW
These are only three of the lakes
comprising the Lombard Lake
District. Lakes Varese, Iseo,
Lugano and Idro are also popular,
and offer everything from fossils and
art to water sports and spa towns.
Visit www.myitalianlink.com for more!
Lago Maggiore Laveno

~
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A MEDIEVAL MASTERPIECE

BERGAMO
The Bergamo province, with its capital city of the
same name, is largely unknown to foreign tourists
but a much-loved capital of art, music and medieval
history in Lombardy. The Venetian walls surrounding
the city date back to 1561 and are a UNESCO World
Heritage Site!

Actually, Bergamo city dates far further back, to 223 BC. It’s divided into
two: Città Alta (Upper City) and Città Bassa (Lower City) – the medieval
and modern districts, respectively. Catch the funicular to travel between
the two. Start on the Piazza Vecchio in Città Alta, close to the city’s famous museums. The Accademia Carrara boasts works by the likes of
Botticelli, Bellini, Raphael and Moroni. Visit the Teatro Donizetti (1780)
in Città Bassa, named after the famous opera composer, who was born
in Bergamo. Then there’s the unique, marble-clad Capella Colleoni (a
stunning 15th-century chapel), and the Romanesque Basilica Santa
Maria Maggiore, both of which are breathtaking. Don’t forget to stroll
the Sentierone promenade like the locals do!
La Grande Bergamo (Greater Bergamo) is comprised of 34 surrounding
villages, each one more lovable than the next. The province is in fact
enclosed in the stunning Parco dei Colli (Park of the Hills), which offers
numerous itinerant trails. In this bucolic paradise you’ll find the San
Pellegrino Terme, where the famous bottled water hails from. The medieval town of Clusone boasts a clock from 1583, which still works! The
area is also also known for its castles. Visit the 11th-century Castello
Visconteo, Pagazzano which still has its original moat!

Panoramic view of the city of Bergamo.

Mantua is yet another medieval hub of arts and culture in
Lombardy. It boasts numerous opulent lakeside palaces
and ancient pebbled roads, and a literary and musical history any tourist could connect with.

MANTUA

IMMORTALISED IN MUSIC AND ART
You could visit Mantua (Mantova) without any knowledge of its arts
and culture history and still enjoy it for its charm. The Palazzo Ducale will astonish you with its enormity and opulence, and the Piazza
Sordello next door is perfect for an aperitivo. The Palazzo Te will
captivate you with its mannerist architecture and beautiful frescoes.
What will truly capture your imagination is the town’s connection to
music and literature. The poet Virgil was born outside the town, and
Shakespeare’s Romeo hears about Juliet’s death in Mantua before
finding a local apothecary to provide the poison that kills him. What’s
more, Mozart performed in the magnificent Teatro Bibiena and Verdi’s opera Rigoletto is also based here. It’s not possible to leave
Mantua without being enriched by its history and narratives!

GOOD TO KNOW!
Mantua is famous for its food.
Pumpkin is a local favourite, but the more
adventurous should try Stracotto d’Asino
– sumptuous slow-stewed donkey
with vegetables!

~

The city of Mantua.

BERGAMO OFF THE BEATEN TRACK

Facade of the Basilica di Santa Maria Maggiore
and Cappella Colleoni, Bergamo.

The birthplace of stracciatella
Head to the La Marianna gelateria in Bergamo to sample the most quintessentially
Italian gelot flavour of all – stracciatella. This creamy vanilla gelato with chocolate
shavings is said to have been invented by La Marianna’s original owner in 1961.
www.lamarianna.it
Teatro Bibiena.

Palazzo Te.

Palazzo Te.
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BR ES C I A
A common mistake by tourists is to bypass Brescia
in favour of the surrounding lakes. Don’t! Brescia is
only an hour from Milan, and has a wonderfully rich
historic centre coupled with a cosmopolitan vibe
thanks to it being a university town.
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BRESCIA OFF
THE BEATEN TRACK

GOOD TO KNOW
Brescia is also where you’ll find
the fabled Franciacorta wine region,
known for its high-quality sparkling
wines. Try the world-renowned
Franciacorta DOCG Brut for a taste
of Brescia’s wine legacy!

10,000-year-old rock art
Spread across the Valcamonica valley
lie almost 250,000 petroglyphs left behind
from the Mesolithic, Copper, Bronze,
Iron and Medieval ages. A walk through
this UNESCO site makes for an evocative
itinerary of history through ancient art.
www.in-lombardia.it

~

A vintage car race
Brescia is well known amongst automotive
fans for the Mille Miglia race. Every year
for 90 years, drivers have raced vintage cars
to Rome and back. The scenery is stunning,
but so are the cars! Only vehicles made
from 1927 to 1957 are allowed to race!
1000miglia.it

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
Ancient & Medieval History
Start off at Castello di Brescia, atop the historic centre’s hill. Besides the two museums on weaponry and the Italian Reunification, the castle offers a panoramic view. From here, head down
into the Piazza Paolo VI, where you’ll find two cathedrals, side-byside! The Duomo Vecchio (old cathedral) and Duomo Nuovo (new
cathedral) exemplify the differences between the Romanesque
style and Baroque and Classical approaches, respectively. The
Museo della Città (City Museum) is housed in the 8th-century
Monastero di Santa Giulia (a UNESCO site), where you’ll find several stunning churches and nearly 11,000 exhibitions.
Lastly, Brescia is also known for its Roman ruins. Walk the cobbled Vicolo del Fontanon and you’ll soon come across the Teatro
Romano, which once held 15,000 spectators, and the Tempio
Capitolino, which was built in 73 AD and is Brescia’s most impressive ruin.
A Rich Natural Bounty
Nestled at the foot of the alps, and surrounded on either side by
two lakes, Brescia’s natural beauty is tantamount to paradise.
Lake Iseo is an hour’s drive to the northwest, and is largely
unknown to tourists. Peace and quiet reign here. In the centre sits
Montisola, the largest lake island in Europe. Pack your hiking
shoes, as no cars are allowed here (except for the mayor’s and
the doctor’s!). The province of Brescia actually includes three
lakes and three valleys (Camonica, Trompia and Sabbia). So,
whether you’re hiking, biking or picnicking, you’ll be surrounded
by breathtaking surroundings.

Monastero di Santa Giulia.

Tempio Capitolino.

© Newton Court - Créative Commons

Santa Maria Assunta cathedral, also called 'Duomo Nuovo', Piazza Paolo VI.

Monte Isola.
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LOMBARD ALPS

The Passo del Tonale connects
Valcamonica and Val di Sole (TN).

BERGAMO

Not far from Milan and the big city atmosphere lies
a skiing paradise, which the Italians call Alpi (the
Alps). Resorts for every level and loads of activities
for couples and kids exist. The best time to visit is
around February. Most resorts offer the ability to
rent ski suits, so don’t fret if you don’t own any gear.
HIT THE SLOPES

EVENTS
IN LOMBARDY
--

Lights of dusk illuminate Valtellina, Aprica.

Throughout the year, Lombardy’s ancient
towns host numerous pageants, festivals,
concerts and markets. Here’s our list of
some of Lombardy's most entertaining
events this year!

Livigno
This high-class resort has it all. It has the best facilities for all levels, top accommodation and a range of activities for kids. During
the 'Skipass Free' seasons, staying in town for seven nights gets
you a free six-day pass!
www.livigno.eu
The Tonale Pass
Ideal for beginners, these slopes are is the perfect combination of
sport and leisure – the perfect spot for a laid back trip. Visit the many
surrounding villages and natural parks for a nature-lover’s dream
holiday.
www.pontedilegnotonale.com
Aprica
Aprica is a beautiful town best known for its skiing and mountain
bike tracks. It's located between Valtellina and Val Camonica and
so you can find a mix of mild slopes and professional tracks ranging from 1,200m to 2,300m.
www.in-lombardia.it
Montecampione
The closest skiing destination from the big city, Montecampione is
perfect for a weekend getaway in the snow. Its growing popularity
is surely justified by spectacular landscapes, and a wide range of
activities which include motorskiing!
montecampioneskiarea.it

MILAN

GOOD TO KNOW!
If you’re truly a beginner, head to
the charming Passo della Presolana
in the Orobie Prealps around Bergamo.
It’s known even by locals as a ‘ski
training ground’.

~

Oh Bej Oh Bej Christmas Market
7 December, 2019
December 7th marks the celebrations of the
city’s patron saint, Sant’Ambrogio, the start of
the Christmas season, and the opening of the
Oh Bej Oh Bej Christmas market.
www.comune.milano.it
Opera Season at La Scala
From 7 December, 2018/19
Catch an array of modern and traditional
operas, ballets and concerts as part of the
La Scala open season!
www.teatroallascala.org
Milan Fashion Week
21–27 February, 2019
The city and all those deemed chic and 'a la
moda' gather for one of the world’s most
iconic fashion and runway events.
fashionweekonline.com
Carnevale Ambrosiano
9 March, 2019
The city comes alive during this festival on
the first Saturday of Lent with parades,
events and festivities celebrating Milan’s
patron saint.
www.comune.milano.it
‘Beyond the Castle’ VR Exhibition
29 March–September, 2019
This virtual reality immersion at the Sforzesco

The city of Livigno by night.

Castle allows you to experience life as a
Renaissance archer!
beyondthegate.io/beyondthecastle
Salone del Mobile
9–14 April, 2019
This world-renowned expo features the
best the world has to offer in terms of interior decor, furnishing and design.
www.salonemilano.it

LAKE DISTRICT
Palio del Baradello
End of August 2019, (TBA)
This festival sees the reenactment of the medieval wars that took place on Lake Como as
well as guided tours, a tug of war and a regatta.
www.paliodelbaradello.it
Centomiglia del Garda
1st weekend of Sept, 2019 (TBA)
Since 1951 this regatta has attracted hundreds of teams and spectators. Sailboats
depart from Bogliaco and return late at
night, applauded by a cheerful crowd.
www.centomiglia.it
Treno del Foliage
Mid-October to mid-November, 2019
This train operates only in autumn, and travels the same stunning garden route from
Piedmont, around Lake Maggiore, ending in
Switzerland!
www.illagomaggiore.com

Donizetti Night
June, 2019
The city celebrates its prodigal son of
opera with several indoor and outdoor
concerts and theatre shows celebrating
the famous composer.
www.teatrodonizetti.it
Bergamo Jazz Festival
17–24 March, 2019
The 41st edition of Bergamo’s epic jazz
festival further iterates the city’s musical
importance with international acts.
www.teatrodonizetti.it

MANTUA
Festival Letteratura
4–8 September, 2019
Public readings and visits from both Pulitzer and Nobel prize winners makes the
Mantua Literature festival a must-see.
www.festivaletteratura.it
Segni d’Infanzia
Last week of October, 2019
This one’s for the kids! Over 300 events
over ten days aimed at art trails, theatre
performances and cultural workshops.
www.segnidinfanzia.org

BRESCIA
Golositalia Food Festival
23–26 February, 2019
This national fair dedicated to food, beer
and wine at the Fiera del Garda in Montichiari includes 100 events and stalls dedicated to gourmet gastronomy.
www.golositalia.it
Mille Miglia Race
15–18 May, 2019
For 90 years now these car enthusiasts have
raced vintage-only cars to Rome and back.
Only cars from 1927 to 1957 are allowed!
1000miglia.it

LOMBARD ALPS
Palio delle Contrade
23 August, 2019
Livigno celebrates its favourite past time
dressed in traditional outfits and competing against each other in the 1km ski shot.
www.livigno.eu
Notte Nera
10 August, 2019
Around Valtellina in Aprica, cities celebrate
their traditional cuisine and folklore with
stalls, lanterns and street performances.
www.valtellina.it
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NEW FERRARI
PORTOFINO,

SOPHISTICATED AND BOLD

--

Ferrari did it again. When performance and class meet on the fast track, it can
only be to produce the mighty sound of a Prancing Horse’s roaring engine.
Portofino is the last generation Gran Tour roadster with the character of a F1
vehicle and enhanced user control for a unique driving experience.

LIGHT SPEED
The world’s leading car brand does not need much of
an introduction. Loved by Formula 1 fans and by
motoring amateurs, Ferrari is also an established
status symbol and a trailblazer of contemporary design. 71 years into the tradition initiated by driver and
entrepreneur Enzo Ferrari, the latest Prancing Horse,
Ferrari Portofino, almost foreshadows its sophisticated red silhouette with performances that has
hardly ever been seen before on the road.
Ferrari Portofino’s kerb weight is 1,664kg, making it
significantly lighter than its predecessor California T
(1,730kg). This means the car has increased performance and reduced consumption. With a maximum
engine speed of 7,500rpm, it has a maximum speed

of 320km/h and a sprinting acceleration of 0-100 in
3.5 seconds, 7-speed F1 dual-clutch transmission, a
fuel capacity of 80l and its V8 - 90° turbo engine, with
a maximum power output of 441kW (600cv), makes it
a pleasure to drive Ferrari’s newest baby.
What’s more, Ferrari Portofino is eco-friendly and reduces CO2 emissions. Its fuel consumption is
10,7l/100 km with an emission score of 245g CO2/km.

REINVENTING CLASSICS
The name says it all. Ferrari Portofino winks at the
Italian tradition of classic and laid back lifestyle. The
model is named after one of the most admired towns
of the Italian Riviera, not far from the city of Genoa.
Ferrari Portofino prides itself on elegance, class and
comfort and can easily convert from a city-fit berlinet-

ta coupé to a drop-top for longer distances. The metamorphosis is accomplished by a newly designed retractable hard top (RHT) which can open or close in
about 14 seconds while the car is driving. Its design
makes enough room for two extra seats when the roof
is up and allows for a spacious luggage compartment
with a capacity of 292l.
Sand-cast designs and improved aerodynamics
on its two-box fastback configuration contribute
to a lighter weight and a flexuous look. Its tridimensional details increase performance and stability as they provide the vehicle with an aggressive character. Lights are carefully directed by the
shapes of the Portofino exterior to create a “chiaroscuro” effect (light-dark effect) on the satin
Rosso Scuderia or any of the other 13 colours
available in the range.

NUM BE RS

©Esterno Notte

7
320
0-100
0-200
441
1,664
4,586

speeds
km/h maximum speed
km/h in 3.5 sec
km/h in 10.8 sec
kW (600cv) at 7,500rpm
max. power output
Kerb weight
mm length

Scuderia South Africa (PTY) LTD.
1 Bruton Road, Bryanston,
Gauteng 2196 - Tel: 011 706 6900
www.ferrari.co.za
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“We believe this exceptionally versatile

drop-top embodies the perfect combination
of design excellence, supreme performance
and unmatched technology.”

~

©Fontana Fredda

Mervyn Eagles, CEO of Scuderia South Africa.

A SHORT LEFT

TO SCUDERIA
SOUTH AFRICA

--

With dealerships in Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban, Scuderia
South Africa is a copious family of Prancing Horse lovers. The Johannesburg dealer previewed the Portofino model in February 2018, in
anticipation of its release in the market. Ideal for South Africa’s long
distances and busy urban life, Portofino is now available in all three
showrooms for a retail price of R4,714,800.00.
Scuderia South Africa showcases the 812 Superfast, produced to celebrate
Ferrari’s 70th anniversary in 2017, and several other models including the
GTC4 Lusso, GTC4LussoT, 488 Spider and the 488 GTB. The range of preowned models is also wide. The vehicles are serviced and guaranteed by
the meticulous team of techinicians who use Ferrari genuine parts.
Since Ferrari is a lifestyle more than just a car, Scuderia South Africa boasts
Ferrari genuine parts and accessories with the Prancing Horse label.

WELCOME TO THE CHAMPION’S LAIR
Ferrari Portofino’s interior design brings the motoring amateur inside a racing cockpit. Its last generation retractable roof makes the driving experience
versatile as it grants the maximum comfort on the
road without compromising on its sporting features.
Portofino’s RHT is designed to enhance the pleasure
of an open-air ride while reducing aerodynamic noise
at high speed.
When the top is down, a wind deflector reduces the
amount of direct air on the driver and passenger by a
total of 30% (17% on the head and 40% on the chest),
redefining the meaning of road-trip. Portofino also
has short rides and urban traffic covered. When the
top is up, privacy is uncompromised thanks to its
luxury cabin and efficient air conditioning. Portofino’s aircon provides a 20% increase in air capacity
and noise levels reduced by 8dB.
Talking about luxury, its 18-way adjustable electric seats have a modern magnesium structure
and compact design. Again, more space and more
comfort! Side cushions, articulated backrest adjustment, under-thigh support and heated seats
are fully customisable. The sporty and elegant
design of the cockpit compounds the softness of
the leather seats with hand-crafted details and
techy gadgets.

Expert drivers can have fun exploring the plenitude of features of its steering
wheel, including the Manettino switch for leisure and sport driving. Entry level
Ferrari owners can instead discover the many options of its Human-Machine-Interface (HMI) with a user-friendly display behind the wheel. An optional display for
the passenger provides information about driving speed and other specifics of the
car, beside infotainment features. A central 10.25” touch screen display is accessible to the driver and passenger and compounds technical and leisure options.
Functionality and style merge in the Ferrari Portofino interior creating a continuum
with the design of its body. A high profile vehicle, Portofino is the ideal Gran Tour
experience both for speed fanatics and luxury drivers. Imagined as an all-in-one
car, it is suitable for the motoring geek and for the executive businesswoman.

A MONSTER IN YOUR GARAGE
The V8 engine is by and large the most competitive result of Ferrari’s engineering.
Its award winning performances made it the International Engine of the Year in
2016 and 2017. It has eight cylinders and is made with the most efficient materials, such as high-resistance aluminium alloy pistons, con rods with innovative
geometries and specially-shaped high-tumble intake manifolds. Its one-piececast exhaust header ensures a throttle response with zero turbo lag, for even
more responsive acceleration. The roaring engine produces three distinctive
sounds: a muted growl during ignition, a marked sound in Comfort Manettino position and an unfiltered rumble in Sport Manettino position.
Over 176 touch ups to its predecessor, the California T engine, and an overall more
stable structure make Ferrari Portofino the steadiest and sturdiest Ferrari GT in the
market. The addition of electrically assisted steering and all-new electronic features
(3rd generation electronic differential E-Diff3, electronic suspension control system

SCM-E, integrated with Premium 9.1 ESP) enhance comfort and safety on the road.
The implementation of a Variable Boost Management adjusts the torque levels of
the gears to guarantee the highest efficiency of acceleration and rev change. The
most accurate torque delivery augments pik-up while reducing consumptions.
Portofino’s architecture features a smarter chassis and better assembly quality
than its predecessors. It has an improved suspension system, characterised by
stiffer springs (+15.5% at the front and +19% at the rear), evolved magnetorheological damping and dual-coil dampers on the Magnaride system. Its 3rd generation
engine control unit (ECU) has more accurate vertical dynamic control of road
input frequencies. Altogether, this makes the ride smoother and more controlled.
Lastly, Portofino’s revolutionary aerodynamics and its efficient air intake reduce the
drag from the front wheels while optimising comfort. Air cooling is further facilitated
by a variable-displacement oil pump and a new intercooler. The design of the rear
screen and spoiler also reduce the air drag. What’s more, the thoroughly researched
design of the body also makes way for a new front and rear-lights assembly.

TO RECAP
For South African and international motoring lovers, the newest Ferrari
release Portofino V8 GT is on route becoming a timeless classic worthy of
comparison with the legendary Testarossa and 308 GTB Berlinetta models. A sophisticated and bold addition to the Ferrari family, Portofino is a
great all-in-one berlinetta and drop-top featuring the best engine on the
market, a spacious cabin and highly technological features. It is extremely
light and matches high performance with low fuel consumption.
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MATTEO MANASSERO
IF YOU SHOOT FOR THE STARS, MAKE IT A CHIP SHOT!
-Golf prodigy Matteo Manassero was in 2010 the youngest
player to make it in the American major championship
Masters Tournament. He turned pro at 17 and
immediately won the European Tour. In 2013, ‘Manny’
entered the Top 30 of the Official World Golf Ranking.
Today, he is one of the strongest professionals in the golf
circuit and an icon of the sport.

You became one of the youngest professionals in
international golf. What do you owe your speedy
success to?
I probably owe my speedy success in golf to having a
very good support team around me, including my
parents and my coach. Since I started to play, they
never put any kind of extra pressure on me, even
when I started to show signs of talent, they just kept
treating me like a normal kid and supported me 100%
when I had to make the jump to professional golf.
What are the most important talents of a successful golfer?
I would say that it is about golfing skills, obviously,
and self-confidence, but I find it also really important
to be humble, patient and with a balanced attitude
whatever happens on the course.
In 2022, Italy will host the Ryder Cup. How will that
affect Italy’s exposure to golf and your career as a
sport professional?
Ryder Cup will be huge for Italy, the media impact on

such a huge event during the months before and
after will show how interesting golf is and how exciting it can be. I hope many kids will watch the Ryder
Cup and start to play. I do not think it will affect me
so much unless I am playing in the team, and if that
becomes reality then it would be probably the best
achievement/moment of my career.

South Africa has some of the most impressive golf
courses in the world, which one is your favourite?
Sun City has got two great golf courses – the Lost City
Golf Course and especially the Gary Player Golf Course,
fun places, but also such tough courses! I sure love
playing there, as much as I do in Fancourt (in George)
which is another course that I like in South Africa.

What is your highest ambition as a pro golf player?
To win a major tournament and, as I said, to be part
of the Ryder Cup team.

Of all the golf tournaments, which one is your favourite, and why?
The Masters Tournament is my favourite, there is
something special in the air from the moment you
step onto Magnolia Lane, and you feel you are in a
different world. After having watched all the Masters
Tournaments growing up, playing in the tournament
was the best feeling I have ever had.

Who would you qualify as the best South African
golf player?
Without any doubts: Ernie Els.
As it is your homeland, which golf course in Italy is
the one you like the most?
Gardagolf (in Valtenesi, just a few kilometres from
Lake Garda) is for sure my favourite. This is where I
grew up and played my golf. I have so many great
memories and the scenery is beautiful.

What are your passions outside the field?
I love soccer, and I am a big AC Milan fan, it is definitely my passion outside golf.
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‘PISTAAAAA’ (MAKE WAY)!
2019 SKIING WORLD CUP IS COMING

--

Don’t lose the opportunity to cheer for the 2018
winners; Austrian Marcel Hirscher and American
Mikaela Shiffrin.

pline is American Lindsey Vonn. This athlete has almost doubled the records for male wins in the same
category with an outstanding 42 race victories and a
total of eight cups won in this discipline.

The FIS Ski World Cup dates back to 1966, and includes six disciplines. Italian fans have been rewarded over the years, with Italy at number 4 on the
roster of nation winners, after Austria, Switzerland
and USA. The most exciting of the disciplines is the
downhill. The record speed for this race is over
160km/h! The track includes jumps, slopes and
sharp changes of directions. The star of this disci-

The Ski World Cup keeps millions in front of the
telly. Take the chance of be part of the crowd in one
of the Italian Alps legs of the cup. Be on the finishing line of the ski run and live the emotions live!
The race is not the only entertainment available:
pre-race parties, post- race parties, live music, food
stands and night-long fun!

OUR TOP TIP:
Book your ticket and accomodation in advance.
The venues tend to get very crowded on the days
of the race! Remember to be loud when supporting
the athletes! Bring your vuvuzelas! Most of your fellow
supporters will be banging on cow-bells!

~

CALENDAR & VENUES
FOR THE MEN’S WORLD CUP:
WHEN: 14 and 15 December 2018
WHERE: Val Gardena (Trentino)
SKI RUN: Saslog
www.saslong.org
WHEN: 16 and 17 December 2018
WHERE: Alta Badia (South Tyrol)
SKI RUN: Gran Risa
www.skiworldcup.it
WHEN: 22 December 2018
WHERE: Madonna di Campiglio (Trentino)
SKI RUN: 3-Tre
www.campigliodolomiti.it
WHEN: 28 and 29 December
WHERE: Bormio (Lombardy)
SKI RUN: Stelvio
www.bormioski.eu
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GRANA PADANO
THE BIG CHEESE
-Grana Padano is an Italian heritage product with a history that stretches back
nearly 1,000 years. Today, the Consortium for the Protection of Grana Padano
cheese ensures that Grana Padano remains top class.

WASTE NOT, WANT NOT
It is always satisfying to find a good use for the food
scraps that accumulate while one is cooking. Carrot top
pesto, anyone? Grana Padano, the world’s best-selling
Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) cheese, was
born out of that very same impulse. In 1135 AD, monks
in the Po River Valley created a recipe to preserve the
extra milk that their cows produced each day. The result
was a hard cheese, which the locals referred to as formaggio di grana, due to its grainy texture. In 1954, it was
officially named “Grana Padano”, with “Padano” identifying the area of Production, the Pianura Padana (Po
River Valley) in Northern Italy.
THE PROTECTION CONSORTIUM
Dating back to 1954, the Consortium for the Protection
of Grana Padano PDO cheese – Consorzio Tutela Grana
Padano – is a non-profit organisation, which brings together producers and curers to protect and promote
Grana Padano PDO cheese in the world. It ensures that
every wheel of cheese is made according to the production specifications so that it can be awarded its PDO
status and be fire-branded with the Grana Padano mark
whilst also protecting it against fraud in Italy and

Don’t forget to look for the Protected
Designation of Origin (PDO) and Grana
Padano labels on the packaging!

abroad. It oversees about 40,000 people comprising
over 4,500 farms, 129 dairies and various maturing facilities– that is no mean feat!
DESIGNATED DELICIOUS
In 1996, Grana Padano received Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) status by the EU. Like other PDO
products, such as Champagne and Stilton (and more
recently, Cornish pasties), Grana Padano must adhere
to a number of controls in order to earn its name.
Grana Padano cheese must be produced from partially-skimmed milk from the production area, in northern
Italy which comprises the regions of Piedmont, Lombardy, Veneto, the province of Trento and a few parts
of Emilia-Romagna. At nine months of ageing, Grana
Padano is inspected with a hammer, needle, and sometimes a probe. If a wheel of Grana Padano passes
all the necessary tests, it will be fire-branded and can
be sold as Grana Padano PDO.
If a wheel does not pass these quality tests, its rind
will undergo screening, which blocks out any marking
that identifies the cheese as Grana Padano. Next time
you buy a wedge of hard cheese at the shop, see if you
can spot the Grana Padano lozenges on the rind!

DID YOU KNOW?
Grana Padano comes
in three vintages, each
with its own distinct flavor.
It is lactose free, as a
result of its aging process.

~
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WHAT TO COOK

WITH GRANA PADANO

--

Nothing elevates a dish like a smidge of Grana Padano! It’s not only flavourful, but surprisingly
versatile. No wonder the Italians have been using it for nearly a millennium! Here are two delicious and easy-to-cook Italian dishes using Grana Padano:

SPAGHETTI GRANA PADANO
WITH PINK PEPPERCORN
AND AMALFI LEMON

-DID YOU KNOW?
Grana Padano was called caseus
vetus, or “old cheese”, by the monks
who first produced it.

~

Serves 4
INGREDIENTS: 400g spaghetti, 100g grated Grana Padano Riserva, 1 tsp pink peppercorns, crushed,
1 tsp pink peppercorns, whole to garnish, 1 Amalfi lemon (peel zested, and juice reserved), 50g butter

METHOD:

Cook the spaghetti in a large pan of salted boiling water (for 100g of pasta you need 1l of water).
In a separate pan, melt the butter, add three quarters of the lemon zest and the crushed pink peppercorns.
When the pasta is almost cooked (and is al dente), use a pair of tongs (or drain the pasta but keep some
of the water) and put the pasta in the pan with the lemon and pepper. Gradually add a little of the pasta
water, (no more than 200 ml) and stir energetically.
Take off the stove, add the lemon juice, sprinkle the Grana Padano Riserva on top and then garnish with
the remaining lemon zest and whole peppercorns.
Cook’s tip: if wanted, a few slices of chopped smoked salmon are wonderful mixed into the spaghetti!

CENTURIES-OLD SUPERFOOD
Grana Padano is great for a balanced diet. It takes 15l of milk to produce
1kg of Grana Padano, which means that the final product is a concentrate
of milk nutrients. Naturally high in protein, Grana Padano can be used as a
meat substitute. It is also rich in calcium, with 50g containing over 600mg
of it. So, from now on, if you’ve got Grana Padano in your fridge do not
forget to use it! in more than just pasta sauce!
THREE VINTAGES, THREE DELICACIES
Grana Padano can be found in three different grades of maturation:
Aged 9 to 16 months (mild and creamy with flavours reminiscent of
milk and cream), aged over 16 months (has a stronger taste, though
never overpowering), and “Riserva”, aged over 20 months (has a richer, fuller flavour. A choice for gourmets).

GRANA PADANO CHEESE
AND NUTMEG PUFFS

--

80-100 pieces
INGREDIENTS:

400g milk, 200g unsalted butter (cubed), 200g flour, 120g grated Grana Padano
Riserva, 6 medium free-range eggs, black pepper, pinch of nutmeg, sunflower oil for deep-frying

METHOD:

Put the milk, butter and a pinch of salt into a pan and heat over a medium heat, stirring until melted and
combined. Turn the heat to low, then add the flour and beat using a wooden spoon or a whisk until
smooth. Next add the Grana Padano and beat until the mixture comes away from the sides of the pan.
Put the mixture into a bowl and mix in the eggs one at a time until the mixture is smooth. Season with
pepper and nutmeg. Cover with oiled cling film and leave to cool completely. The mixture should be fairly
sticky, like gnocchi. Put a good dusting of flour in a large bowl. Shape the dough using two teaspoons: one
to scoop up a piece and the other to push it off the spoon into the bowl. Dust with flour, then shape into a
small ball with your hands. Repeat with all the dough.
In a heavy-based frying pan, heat some sunflower oil over a medium heat, then fry the balls in batches,
turning, for 6-8 minutes until golden. Add extra oil to the pan if necessary.
Serve sprinkled with extra Grana Padano!
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ERFAN

ITALY & AFRICA JOIN FORCES

--

Africa is a continent of great opportunity and great challenges. In this arena, the world’s most significant
powers come together to compare notes on the global ripple effects that African development has the
potential for, such as immigration, national security, economic development, business and investment.
One such power is the Enhancing Research for Africa Network (ERFAN).

THE ORIGINS OF COLLABORATION
production. They generate solutions to global challenges
Since 1991, the Istituto Zooprofilattico Sperimentale
and seek to incubate connected projects at a regional level.
dell’Abruzzo e del Molise (IZSAM) has been active in Africa
as a branch of the Centre for Foreign Animal Diseases
ITALY & SOUTH AFRICA SIDE BY SIDE
(CESME), established by the Italian Ministry of Health. For
ERFAN is based on two pillars: regional diagnostic and
IZSAM, Africa represents an opportunity to study exotic
surveillance capacity, and joint operational research with
diseases in wildlife which do not occur in Italy. This has
Italian and African institutions. ERFAN produces research
brought about collaboration between Italy and several Afriand development in several ways. They facilitate scientific
can institutions, such as national laboratories and veterinary
solutions for global health and security, and formulate
faculties. Today, 21 African countries maintain relations
outbreak responses. They establish standardised laboratowith IZSAM. Research and work
ry protocols according to the
amongst experts in biology, veWorld Organisation for Animal
terinary science, epidemiology
Health’s (OIE) framework. They
and chemistry has resulted in
also support accreditation efinternational events and semiforts for those seeking to work
Enhancing Research
nars in Africa aimed at implewith the OIE Laboratory or Colmenting development projects
Centre. Lastly, they
for Africa Network is a valuable laborating
in the field of public health and
offer training and dissemination
the support of African initiatives.
the veterinary workforce for
platform for animal and human for
both areas. ERFAN therefore
ERFAN’S CONTRIBUTION
constitutes a valuable platform
health in Africa and Italy.
Thanks to these long-term collafor animal and human health in
borations, IZSAM and its African
Africa and Italy.
partners have developed a
scientific network to encapsuWORKING WITH THE OIE
late their work together. The EnERFAN submitted to the OIE for
hancing Research for Africa Network (ERFAM) came into
funding in 2018. The OIE is an international organization
being in March of 2017. The network consists of nine African
with 181 member countries dedicated to improving animal
institutions from eight African countries, who met in Teramo,
health and welfare worldwide. It also assists developing
Abruzzo to share existing scientific knowledge and to seek
countries with implementation in sanitation and phytosaniout options for future cooperation in the field of veterinary
tary measures. In October of 2018, the OIE agreed to proviscience. Supported by the Italian Ministry of Health and the
de funding for the project in the years to come. As a result
Director General for Animal Health and Veterinary Medicinal
of this they are able to operate in Tunisia, Tuni, Algeria,
Products, ERFAN focuses on knowledge production in aniLibya, Morocco, Mauritania and counties in the Southern
mal health and welfare, food hygiene and sustainable food
African Development Community (SADC).

“

~

”
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ERASMUS+
+MOBILITY, +OPPORTUNITIES, +FRIENDSHIP
--

With thousands of programmes globally and hundreds of European destinations, Erasmus+ is possibly
the most ambitious student mobility project ever. South African students can chose Italy, among 34 EU
destinations, for the learning opportunity of a lifetime. ec.europa.eu

internationally by the participating universities– those party
ITALY FOR ALL
to the Credit Mobility agreement, thus making the exchange
The Erasmus+ project is simple. Through a capillary system of
absolutely inclusive within a study course. Board and lodpartnerships between universities worldwide, it fosters a vertiging is all part of the programme, which also includes social
ginous exchange of knowledge and human capital to and
events to promote inclusivity and fellowship. Sponsorships
from European institutions. The Erasmus+ project has four
are available and costs related
legs: International Credit Mobility,
to participation are covered,
Eramus Mundus Joint Masters
which means anyone can afford
Degrees, Capacity Building for
Higher Education and Jean
Studying abroad is a dream to participate!
Monnet Actions. If the latter two
come true and it helps
360° DEGREES
are specifically designed to uplift
and connect institutions, the InNo age restrictions, no bounbroaden your horizon to see
daries, no stress! All you need
ternational Credit Mobility and
Eramus Mundus Joint Masters
the world differently as we get to apply for one of the 100
Erasmus Mundus Joint MasDegrees are all it takes to turn a
to integrate with students
ter Degrees (EMJMD) is to
student into an international prohave completed a primary defessional.
from different nations.
gree. Although every EMJMD
has its own selection criteria,
AT HOME ABROAD
Most South African public hideadlines to apply are generally
gher education institutions parin January and the courses begin
in August-September. The EMJMD is a full master’s degree for
ticipate in Erasmus+ programs. Their students and staff can
a total duration of one to two years in universities of the five
apply for an International Credit Mobility exchange at the
continents. The course is tailor made for and by the student: it
university’s international office. The choice is wide, since the
can include courses worldwide but it has to involve at least
term can range between three and 12 months for students
and five days to two months for staff. Italy has always been
two European countries and three European institutions.
one of the countries with the highest level of participation in
Every year, 15 to 20 students per programme are granted full
scholarship, including travel, tuition and an allowance.
the programme. The credits earned abroad are recognised

“

~

”

BY NUMBERS
34 European countries
●23 South African universities
€3.1 billion Erasmus grants worldwide
100 Erasmus Mundus Joint Master Degrees
>4 million people
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George Washington as a Roman
leader was, for the Americans,
Antonio Canova’s masterwork.
But a fire at the Raleigh Parliament
sent the statue to the oblivion
of history. Today, the Antonio
Canova Museum in Possagno
rediscovers the lost works
of the great artist in his models
and drawings.

1

THE LOST STATUE
OF GEORGE WASHINGTON AT

THE ANTONIO CANOVA
MUSEUM

--

A ROMAN LEADER AT THE WHITE HOUSE
A Roman general sitting at his desk after laying
down his rod of power and his sword. This is how
Neoclassic sculptor Antonio Canova described US
President George Washington in 1821, in what was
considered to be one of his greatest works.
The statue freezes the moment when Washington
wrote his Farewell Address, thus refusing a third
term in office in 1796. It fascinated politicians and
tourists for a decade at the North Carolina State
Capitol in Raleigh, until a fire at the State House left
nothing but rubble.
The ‘Canova George Washington’ exhibition at the

Antonio Canova Museum in Possagno and at the
Frick Collection of New York presents Romano
Vio’s replica of the masterpiece from 1970. In the
museum, a thorough collection of Canova’s preparatory models and sketches accompanies his correspondence with Thomas Jefferson and statues
of the two presidents by Jean-Antoine Houdon. The
exhibition, running until the 28 April 2019, describes Canova’s great attitude towards cultural diplomacy, which allowed the restitution of several
artworks taken by Napoleon in Italy. In the USA,
Canova’s George Washington became, alas for a
short period, the symbol of the end of the American
Revolution War against England.
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“Old Canove of Rome,

no artist in Europe would place
himself in a line with him.”

~

Thomas Jefferson, 3rd President of
the United States of America.

BEAUTY AS A MISSION
Canova’s vision of reality enhanced its uttermost beauty and equilibrium. Fondazione Canova keeps up with the standard of perfection as
it safeguards the sites of the artist’s life while promoting his teachings.
The foundation is in charge of a broad historical archive and book collection, which are the epicentre of a lively network of academic exchanges and research programs. It engages with 50,000 partners
between scholars, researchers, students, families, sculpture and architecture enthusiasts yearly. It also manages a capillary schedule of restoration activities, aimed at maintaining the hundreds of pieces on display at the museum and experimenting new ventures of heritage
preservation. Lastly, Fondazione Canova engages with several private
partners to ensure a rich agenda of temporary exhibitions, educational
activities (including discounted visits and workshops), restorations,
museum management, communication, conventions.
Fondazione Canova also partners with other local institutions such as
the Museum of Asolo, Giorgione’s Museum of Castelfranco and the
Palladian villas of Maser and Fanzolo. Visitors can get discounts to the
five museums with a special card.
Museum Gipsoteca Antonio Canova, Via Canova, 74, 31054 Possagno TV.
www.museocanova.it

DECONSTRUCTING CANOVA
“The Museum Gipsoteca Antonio Canova in Possagno
highlights the great value represented by Canova’s whole
sculptural production in his homeland. Effectively, this
reality is without doubt the world’s biggest museum preserving the entire production of original models by an artist
who used such a particular methodology in his marble
creations,” said director and curator Mario Guderzo.
The author of the Psyche Revived by Cupid’s Kiss (Louvre,
Paris), Napoleon as Mars the Peacemaker (Apsley House,
London) and Pauline Bonaparte as Venus Victrix (Galleria
Borghese, Rome) is in the spotlight at the Museum of
Possagno (formerly Canova’s own house), not far from
the city of Treviso.
Sixteen early paintings of the artist begin an incredible trip
across Europe and beyond to describe Canova’s tremendous influence in world art, politics and society in the
1800s. Sketches, chalk and clay models and various
artwork describe the artist’s life in the framework of a
modern and smart museum. The artist’s memory is celebrated in Possagno’s Temple, where his remains rest. If
there is an afterlife, Canova’s is inside the museum, where
3D prints and virtual representations keep his legacy alive.
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NOTES ON

CREATIVITY

“I see my compositions
as a topic, and
I invite creative
and original musicians
that have a similar
musical approach
to debate that topic.”

Meeting with Carlo Mombelli

Carlo Mombelli is one of the most
innovative musicians working in South
Africa today. Through his constant
engagement with musical innovation,
Mombelli creates music that defies
categorisation. The son of an Italian
chef, Mombelli became a self-taught
musician at an early age, and played
wherever he could to gain experience.
My Italian Link spoke to Mombelli
about the inspiration behind his new
album, Angels and Demons, and found
out more about his creative process
along the way.
www.carlomombelli.co.za

2

© David Donde

1

© Reza Khota

~

1 - Live session at the Mahogany Room
in Cape Town.
2 - Performing at the Mahogany Room
with South African drummer Kesivan Naidoo.
3 - Carlo Mombelli, recording session, 2018.
4 - Performing at the Moers Festival
in Germany, 2010.
5 - Birds Eye Jazz Club in Basel,
Switzerland, 2015.

5

© Oscar Strauss

3

© Jonathan Rees

4

What made you decide to become a jazz musician,
and to play the bass guitar?
At the age of eight, my mother took me to see Swan
Lake. I fell in love with the music. However, my father
had travelled to South Africa from Venice in the early
1950s. He had high hopes that I would one day follow in his footsteps and become a chef, so I had to
fight for the idea that I wanted to be a musician.
I was fascinated from an early age by the sounds of
nature. I spent many hours listening to the wind in
the trees, the rustling of leaves, and the looping effects and natural reverb in nature. At sixteen, I taught
myself how to play bass after hearing the bassist
Jaco Pastorius. I learned music in the garage bands
I played in at school, and later on stage with some of
the great musicians of that time. I never decided to
become a jazz musician – it was a long process.
You are known for pushing the boundaries of jazz
music – what inspires you to look for new possibilities within the form?
I am inspired by my situations, my stories, and my
environment. I don’t think of myself as a jazz musician, because I never try to place my music in any
genre or worry about rules and traditions. Rather, I
let the music develop where it wants to go, which
helps me develop as a composer. My voice is on my
electric bass, and I treat it as an acoustic instrument.
It needs to be tuned, has overtones and harmonics,
and different woods effect its sound.
As I developed as an electric bass player, and as I
continued to compose music, I found that I started
to write music with my bass as the main compositional tool. The music developed differently because of
the way I played, while in turn my playing started to
develop differently because of the way I was composing. I believe that if I did not compose, my playing
would not have developed like it did.
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1 - Live session at the Orbit Jazz Club
in Johannesburg, 2018.
2 - Stories, CD and vinyl release,
recorded in Switzerland, 2015.
3 - I Press My Spine to the Ground, CD and
vinyl release, 2016, artwork by the South
African artist Norman Catherine.
4 - Angels and Demons, CD and vinyl release,
2018, Art work by Carlo’s daughter Gina Nelson.
5 - Live at Wits University.
6 - Performing at the Moers Festival
in Germany.

“As a teacher I can learn

from my students, who see
things differently.”

~

1

South African jazz has a very rich history. Which local musicians have informed
your musical style?
Yes, South African jazz has a very unique sound and a rich history, and I love it, but
I am not really influenced but any South African musicians. So, I would say none,
even though I have loved the music of the South African band Tananas, and musicians like Abdullah Ibrahim.
Italy is perhaps not the first place that comes to mind when thinking about jazz.
This year, however, you have been performing with an Italian jazz group, the
Euregio Ensemble. Does Italian jazz have a characteristic sound or style?
There are some very special Italian musicians whom I love, and who have a very
personal sound, such as Paolo Fresu. I own an album with him and the Corsican
choir A Filetta, accompanied by the Italian bandonion player Daniele di Bonaventura. It is incredible music, and very original. I also love Enrico Rava, the Roman
trumpeter. I am very fortunate that the Euregio Ensemble discovered my music.
The Ensemble includes five woodwinds and a vibraphone – it’s beautiful to compose music for such a line-up. Our first performance was at the Jazz Werkstadt

© J Rees

Festival in Bern, Switzerland, in April, and we round off 2018 by performing my
music at the Sud-Tirol Jazz Festival in Bolzano on the 19th of December.

amazing pianist Kyle Shepherd, from Cape Town, and on previous albums I have
worked with the incredible singer Mbuso Khoza from Kwa-Zulu Natal.

You have just released a new album, Angels and Demons. What was the inspiration behind the title?
The title refers to my process of reaching beyond the edge of wrong, searching for
the beauty between my angels and demons. The cover art was drawn by my daughter, Gina, and my other daughter, Maria, features as a vocal artist on the album. In
April, I made a trip to Norcia in Italy, which was victim to an earthquake three years
ago. After the trip, I composed a piece called “The Ghost of Norcia”. I had also lost
contact with my father, and this year I decided to go and look for him. I had not seen
him for thirty six years. I then composed a piece called “In the end we all belong”.

Your musical career has been incredibly diverse. What are the challenges and
benefits of working in different musical modes?
When someone comes to me and wants me to compose music for a film or documentary, or commission a work for their ensemble, they are looking for the sound
that I produce. This year I composed the soundtrack for a feature film called Salvation, using my bass, three cellos, and my voice. Of course, to get to this stage in
my career, I have paid my dues in the music industry by touring with big bands,
amongst other things, which all helped me to become a better musician.

How do you decide which musicians to collaborate with on a new album?
I see my compositions as a topic, and I invite creative and original musicians that
have a similar musical approach to debate that topic. I am interested in musicians
who have their own sound. On Angels and Demons, I have been working with the

You have taught at numerous institutions over the years – does interacting with
up-and-coming musicians influence your own work?
As a teacher I can learn from my students, who see things differently. Good teachers are interested in the student’s musical voice. For example, when teaching
jazz improvisation and the chord-scale relationship, a teacher could play the

3
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2

chord and let the student discover their own scale. Then you can direct the student and give advice. Likewise, the teacher needs to be interested in the compositions of the student. You are teaching them about form and balance within their
composition, and growing their work into something beautiful that exhibits their
sound and their voice. This process is a big inspiration for me, and I have learnt a
lot about music through teaching and listening to my students.
Does your Italian heritage play a role in your creative output?
Yes, I love opera, art and Italian architecture. I love good coffee, good wine and good
food, and I love to cook myself – but I am not sure if that answers your question!
Let’s end on a non-musical note – what is your favourite Italian dish?
For a starters’ a small melanzane, followed by spaghetti carbonara with the egg
yolk still raw, the way they serve it in Rome, and to end a pistachio gelato from the
award winning Gelateria Crispini in Spoleto.
This interview has been edited for length and clarity.
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WINTER IN ITALY!

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE SEASON
WITH OUR TOP LISTS

--

WINTER
ACTIVITIES
Enjoy our Top 5 activities in Italy
during winter! Go dog sledding, stay in
an igloo, or take the kids on a sleigh
ride they’ll never forget!

Don’t miss out on Rome’s 1,000sqm ice rink!

Winter is the perfect time to experience dog sledding with the kids!

LAZIO
ICE SKATING

LOMBARDY
DOG SLEDDING

----------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------

Have a go on a real skating rink! In the heart of
Rome you could live the experience of learning to
ice skate surrounded by the majestic panorama of
the Eternal City. This annual skating rink has a surface of 1,000sqm and can also be rented for celebrations or functions!
Where: Auditorium Parco della Musica - Rome
How much: The entry ticket is 10€ and includes the
rental of a pair of skates. Reduction available.
www.iceparkweb.it

Immerse yourself in the sheer nature of the dazzling
snowy mountains and the deep silence of nature on a
dogsled. The team of experts will give you the basics to
conduct your dogs on an unforgettable outing. The
Husky Village offers different trails according to levels of
ability. Much care is given with learning about the dogs’
well being and history of this ancient transport method.
Where? Arnoga - 23038 Valdidentro (SO)
how much? Adult voucher: €80 for a 5km outing.
www.huskyvillage.it

TRENTINO-ALTO ADIGE/SÜDTIROL
SLEEP IN AN IGLOO

If you feel adventurous and cold isn’t a problem for
you, you can experience a night in an igloo in Puster
Valley - Camp Tures. The package – available in the
ski area of Speikboden at 2,000 m.a.s.l., entitles you to
a return ticket for the ski lift, a traditional dinner in the
igloo restaurant, the use of the sauna, an igloo drink at
the fireplace and, of course, your private igloo for the
night with a warm sleeping bag!
Where? Speikboden - Trentino-Alto Adige/Südtirol
how much? from €123 to €338/pp.
www.kreaktiv.it

----------------------------------------------------------

OUR TOP TIP:
The experience
of a horse-drawn sleigh
is quite popular
in the Alps,
but the most exciting
is the moon-light option!

~

SICILY
SNOWSHOE HIKING

The peaks of Mt. Etna are usually covered with abundant snow all winter. Snowshoes or Ciaspole, allow
you to walk on it without sinking. A fun way to visit the
volcano and enjoy the breathtaking views from the
top! There are several trails with different levels of
difficulty, but all of them are guided by experts.
Where? Volcanic Mount Etna
How much? From €40 to €70.
www.etnasci.it

----------------------------------------------------------

TRENTINO-ALTO ADIGE/SÜDTIROL
HORSE SLEIGH

Enjoy a romantic 25/30-minute trip in the snow on
a horse-drawn sleigh! You can start from the
cableway at Alpe di Siusi in Santa Cristina. The tour
is also available in summer and will include a delicious lunch in a mountain chalet restaurant.
Where? Alpe di Siusi in Santa Cristina
how much? €45 for kids and €75 for adults.
www.val-gardena.com

----------------------------------------------------------
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VALLE D’AOSTA
AOSTA

Experience of the most famous carnivals in the world!

Stroll along the streets of Aosta, which transform
into a certified green Christmas market for several
weeks. Here you will find local products from the
Aosta Valley as well as local craftmanship, and excentric gifts to buy!
When? From 24 November to 1 January.
Frequency: Every day.
www.italybyevents.com

----------------------------------------------------------

CHRISTMAS
MARKETS
22

From Rome to Aosta, don’t miss out
on the most amazing Christmas
markets and enjoy yourself
in a magical atmosphere with
the scent of cinnamon!

BEST
CARNIVALS

TRENTINO-ALTO ADIGE/SÜDTIROL
TRENTO

Float parades, masked balls,
excentric costumes – February
is the carnival season in Italy!
Here are our top 3:

Take a stroll in Piazza Fiera and Piazza Cesare
Battisti in the fairytale atmosphere and enjoy local
craftsmanship, oenology and gastronomy in this
certified “green market”!
When? From 24 November to 1 January.
Frequency: Every day, closed on 25 December.
www.mercatinodinatale.tn.it

---------------------------------------------------------TRENTINO-ALTO ADIGE/SÜDTIROL
BOLZANO
Visit one of the most traditional Christmas markets in
Italy! Every year, for more than a month, Piazza Walther
turns into a magical place filled with wooden huts.
When? From 22 November to 6 January.
Frequency: Every day.
www.bolzano-bozen.it

----------------------------------------------------------

TUSCANY
FLORENCE

Don’t miss this traditional Christmas village Piazza
Santa Croce. Enjoy its decorations and illuminations as well as German products such as the traditional ginger bread!
When? From 22 November to 6 January.
Frequency: Every day.
www.walksinsideflorence.it

----------------------------------------------------------

LAZIO
ROME

Each year Piazza Navona becomes one of the Christmas markets not to miss in italy! You will find local
sellers, Christmas pastries, traditional toys, street
musicians and artists, and also several nativity scenes and amusement rides.
When? From 22 November to 6 January.
Frequency: Every day.
www.help-tourists-in-rome.com

VENETO
VENICE

What’s there? Several events and spectacles will
take place all around the city and in every «Calle».
Noble palaces and luxurious hotels will host Baroque
masquerade balls. A parade of people in disguise
will take you back in time, to a place where reality
and fantasy mingle and it would be difficult to distinguish one from the other.
Where? Piazza San Marco and all of Venice.
When? From23 February to 5 March .
www.carnevale.venezia.it

----------------------------------------------------------

The Bolzano Christmas market is an absolute must-see!

----------------------------------------------------------

TUSCANY
VIAREGGIO

What’s there? A masked parade with giant, allegorical papier-maché floats, and also folk bands and
performers.
Where? La Passeggiata (seaside avenue) - Viareggio
When? Saturday 9, Sunday 17, Saturday 23 February;
Sunday 3 and Tuesday 5 March.
viareggio.ilcarnevale.com

---------------------------------------------------------Parco Regionale Naturale del Beigua, Luguria.

SICILY
ACIREALE

What’s there? Don’t miss out on the Acireale carnival
and watch the procession of floats in the streets of
the historic centre. A unique opportunity to admire
the Acesi artisan masters craftmanship.
Where? Centro Storico - Acireale.
When? From 17 February to 5 March.
www.carnevaleacireale.it

----------------------------------------------------------

OUR TOP TIP:
Planning on attending
a masquerade ball
during Carnevale?
Rent a costume
at Atelier La Bauta.
It is THE place to find
Venetians masks
and costumes –
completely handmade.
Brace yourself and mingle
into the crowd!
www.labauta.com

~
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SEASONAL
DISHES

WINTER
DRINKS

As always, Italians customise their
meals around what’s in season.
So, look out for these Top 3 authentic
winter dishes during your travels!

After a long day, what’s better than
chilling out having a warm beverage?
Here’s our list of the top 3 winter
drinks for enjoying the cold days
like a local!

TRENTINO-ALTO ADIGE/SÜDTIROL
WARM APPLE CIDER

A typical hot winter drink that’s easily found in
Trentino-Alto Adige’s valleys, to which you can add
various spices to make it even more fulfilling and
delicious. Cinnamon, cloves, ginger, whiskey and
brandy pair wonderfully! Perfect for warming up
after a sunny day on the shimmering mountains
covered with snow.
Ingredients:
2l good-quality traditional cider
6 cloves
3-4 star anise
¼ nutmeg , finely grated into the pan
1 cinnamon stick
1 vanilla pod , halved
1 orange , juice of
2 clementines , juice of
1 pomegranate , juice and seeds of
4–5 tablespoons caster sugar

TRENTINO-ALTO ADIGE/SÜDTIROL
TIROLESE CANEDERLI

Knodel, or Tyrolese Canederli in Italian, are one of
the typical ‘gnocchi’ breads from this region. A typical first course which can be eaten in soup or dry. It
is considered a dish typical of peasant cooking because it made use of stale bread.

VALTELLINA
POLENTA TARAGNA

Polenta Taragna is typical of Valtellina as well as of
the valleys of Bergamo and Brescia. It is served as
a main course, or to accompany cold cuts and Italian pickles. Itss distinctive dark color is due to the
use of buckwheat flour instead of classic flour.

Ingredients:
200g rustic bread, 200ml milk, 100g speck (smoked
raw ham), 85g Italian «00» flour or all-purpose flour,
2 eggs, 30g parsley, 100g chives, 1l broth, nutmeg, salt.

Ingredients (serves 4):
350g buckwheat flour, 250g yellow polenta flour,
700g butter, 600g Valtellina Casera PDO cheese, 3l
water, 1 stale bread bun.

Trim any dry brown crust from the bread. Cut the soft
inner part into regular-sized cubes. Put the cubes in a
bowl, add the speck, chives, parsley, nutmeg and
beaten eggs. Add the milk and allow to soften. Gently
mix to make the whole mixture more compact. Add
some flour to the mixture, to dry up any superfluous
moisture. Season with salt and pepper.
Work the dough and, using two spoons, make some
“quenelle”, small balls the size of a walnut.
Bring a good meat stock to the boil, toss in the canederli and let them cook for 15 minutes, making sure
that the boiling is not too vigorous.
www.academiabarilla.com

Put the cold water into the paiolo (copper polenta
pan), adding a pinch of salt and 250g of butter, then
heat. When it boils, gradually pour in first the polenta
flour and then the buckwheat flour. Stir constantly,
making sure the polenta is thoroughly mixed to give
a smooth, thick consistency. As it cooks, add the remaining butter a piece at a time and just before it is
ready, two handfuls of breadcrumbs.
A few minutes before pouring the polenta out onto
the basla or wooden serving board, add the cheese.
Tip the polenta out and serve before the cheese has
time to melt completely.
www.valtellina.it

----------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------

EMILIA-ROMAGNA
PARMA STYLE ZABAGLIONE

Zabaglione is a sort of custard you make with egg
yolks, sugar, and alcohol. In Parma, the traditional
recipe uses Marsala wine.
Ingredients:
120ml Marsala wine (dry), 60ml Rum, 6 egg yolks,
100g granulated sugar, vanilla extract.
In a saucepan, mix together egg yolks, sugar, the
vanilla extract, Marsala and rum.
Place the pan on the heat and start to cook, stirring
without over-whisking. The best technic is to draw
the form of an "8".
Boil for a few minutes, so that the Zabaglione is firm
but not foaming. Serve hot or warm.
The recipe for Zabaglione varies from one region to
another, or even depending on the country. You can
easily replace the rum and the Marsala used in the
South of Italy with a potent white wine such as the
Moscato d’Asti from Piedmont, for instance.
www.academiabarilla.com

----------------------------------------------------------

VENETO
VOV (EGG NOG)

Vov is a traditional liqueur made of with eggs, and
is drunk neat or used as a base for other drinks.
At 17.8% proof, it’s rather strong, but its creamy
texture and warming effect makes it the perfect
comfort in chilly weather.
Ingredients:
1,5l milk,
400-450g sugar,
2 sticks of vanilla,
8 egg yolks,
220g pure alcohol,
270g Marsala egg wine (not dry).
Boil the milk with the sugar and vanilla for about
45 minutes (the boiling time controls the density).
Separately, mix the alcohol and the Marsala, then
slowly add the alcohol mixture to the egg yolks, and
mix vigorously. Pour it all into the milk, when the milk
has cooled. Stir and then filter with a very fine sift.
It can be served cold or at room temperature. You
can leave it to cool the day before, but don’t forget to
shake it before serving it!
www.emiliaromagnaturismo.com

----------------------------------------------------------

PIEDMONT - TURIN
IL BICERIN

Bicerin is vernacular for “tiny glass”. The exact recipe is kept secret and is only known to the owners
of Il Bicerin in Turin.
The three base ingredients are coffee, creamed
milk and hot chocolate, but the proportions have
never been revealed. Since 1856 this historical
coffee house has been frequented by celebrities
from all continents. Susan Sarandon is a frequent
visitor. A must try!
Ingredients:
120ml strong coffee
120ml cup hot chocolate
60ml cup heavy cream
Chocolate shavings (optional)

Pour the cider into a large pan on a low heat and let
it warm through for a few minutes. Add all the spices
and juices and turn the heat up.
Once boiling, turn down to a simmer and leave to infuse for 5–8 minutes.
As everything infuses, you’ll get delicious layers of
flavour. Add sugar to taste. You don’t want it sweet;
you just want the sugar to join the spices in a harmonious blend.
When you’re happy with the flavours, ladle into
glasses or mugs and serve warm.
www.jamieoliver.com

----------------------------------------------------------

Put a mason jar in the freezer (this is for making the
cream topping. If you’d rather use whipped cream,
skip this step).
Make a pot of strong coffee.
While the coffee is brewing, make yourself a batch of
hot chocolate.
Pour your hot chocolate into the bottom: filling approximately a third of your mug.
Pour your coffee over the back of a spoon into the
mug: filling the two last thirds.
Put your heavy cream into the chilled mason jar and
close. Shake until the cream thickens slightly.
Pour cream over the back of a spoon, filling the mug
completely.
Top with chocolate shavings.
www.nelliebellie.com

----------------------------------------------------------

OUR TOP TIP:
Italians will have an invigorating warm drink
around 4 or 5 o’clock. Just the right time to gather
and discuss the plans for the evening fun!

~
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SALES SEASON IN ITALY
--

If you love shopping for clothes, shoes, bags and accessories, especially from top brand, then the 2019 winter sales in Italy are for you!

WHEN ARE THE SALES SEASONS?
In Italy, sales season existed for decades now. It
takes place twice a year, in winter and in summer,
and it is regulated by the government. Thus, winter
sales – or saldi invernali, start in the first few days
of January and finish at the end of February in all of
Italy. The summer sales, saldi estivi, usually start at
the end of July and run through August until stocks
are gone.
If you are planning a shopping trip to one of the
most famous fashion countries in the world, there
is no better season. Prepare to face the crowds and
compete with some determined customers, but if
you are smart you can buy some of the most expensive brands for lower prices, as discounts can
reach up to 90%!

----------------------------------------------------------

GOOD TO KNOW
Saldi is the word in Italian
for sales. If you wan’t to take
advantage of the sales season
just look for the Saldi signs on
the shops’ windows!
Shop at the beginning of the
season. Even though the prices
will surely drop later on, you will
have more choice as nothing
will have been picked yet.
Avoid Saturdays and Sundays
as this is when families go
shopping. If you want it to be
less crowded, weekdays are
the best option.

THE PERFECT SERVE
Fill a wine glass with ice.
LA RINASCENTE
If you haven’t got time to roam around, but you still
want to take advantage of the sales season, your
best bet is to visit one the the ten Rinascente department stores around Italy.
These elegant stores, which were the first to be
founded in Italy, are also considered by locals to be
the most exclusive social parlours.
High-end items, excellent customer care and bespoke brands. What more could a shopaholic possibly ask for?

Combine Pro-Spritz and
Aperol in equal parts (50/50).
Add a splash of soda.
Garnish with an orange slice.
Share your Italian moments, and tag us on @aperolspritzsa and use
#AperolSpritz #LiveLife #DrinkItalian

More info at www.rinascente.it

----------------------------------------------------------

When the prices on an item
are quite low, don’t forget
to check for holes or any
defects. We also recommend
you try the clothes on to avoid
any disappointment later on.

~

PERFECT LUNCH BREAK!
If you have the opportunity to shop at la Rinanescente - Milan, make the most of your day and have
lunch on the roof top and enioy the breathtaking
view of the duomo!

La Rinascente is perfect for high-end shopping!.

WHERE TO FIND THE STORES:
Via del Tritone / Piazza Fiume - Rome
Piazza Duomo - Milan
Piazza della Repubblica - Florence
Via Giuseppe Luigi Lagrange - Turin
Piazza Giuseppe Garibaldi - Padua
Via Roma - Cagliari
Via Roma - Palermo
Via Etnea - Catania
Largo Giuseppe Mazzini - Monza

*Source: IWSR Database 2014
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